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How Many Are Hiding
You will need
• one or more players
• 10 or more snap cubes /objects per player
• a cup for each player
In this activity each child has the same number of cubes and a cup. They take turns hiding some of their 
cubes in the cup and showing the leftovers. Other children work out the answer to the question “How many 
are hiding,” and say the full number combination. 

Example: I have 10 cubes and I decide to hide 4 in my cup. My group can see that I only have 6 cubes. 
Students should be able to say that I’m hiding 4 cubes and that 6 and 4 make 10. 

Shut the Box
You will need
• one or more players
• 2 dice
• paper and pencil

Write the numbers 1 through 9 in a horizontal row on the paper.  Player 1 rolls the dice and calculates the 
sum of the two numbers. Player 1 then chooses to cross out numbers that have the same sum as what was 
calculated from the dice roll. If the numbers 7, 8 and 9 are all covered, player 1 may choose to roll one or two 
dice. If any of these numbers are still uncovered, the player must use both dice. Player 1 continues rolling 
dice, calculating the sum and crossing out numbers until they can no longer continue. If all numbers are 
crossed out the player say’s “shut the box”.  If not all numbers are crossed out player 1 determines the sum of 
the numbers that are not crossed out and that is their score. If “shut the box” is achieved, player 1 records a 
score of “0”. 

Player two writes the numbers 1 through 9 and follows the same rules as player 1.  The player with the lowest 
score wins. 

Variation
Player 1 and 2 can choose to play 5 rounds, totaling their score at the end of each round. The player with the 
lowest total score wins the game.


